
 
	
 
 
 

 
Chalfonts U3A  -  Advice for Convenors  (June 2016) 

 
1. Thank you… 
on behalf of Chalfonts U3A for helping to set up and/or manage an Interest Group. Interest Groups 
are the life-blood of the U3A.  Although you have agreed to be a Convenor you do not have to be 
an expert but rather a willing volunteer able to get a new Group off the ground or to take over the 
management of an existing Group. 
 
2. Groups Co-ordinator 
The Groups Co-ordinator is Helen Whitlum  (01494 876149  h.whitlum@virginmedia.com ) 
assisted by other members of the Committee. Periodic meetings of Convenors are arranged to 
review progress and to discuss and resolve any matters of concern. 
Please advise the Group Co-ordinator if a Group reaches maximum capacity so that an additional 
Group can be formed should there be demand. 
 
3. Starting a Group 
Anyone wishing to start a new Group should notify the Groups Co-ordinator, Helen Whitlum (as 
above). Publicity can then be given via the monthly Members’ Meeting, the Newsletter or the 
Website. 
 
4. Interest Groups: Subject Content 
Members will want to consider what they would like to do in terms of the nature, range and content 
of the subject and the envisaged timescale. Consider how you want to achieve these goals, what 
knowledge is already held within the Group and the resources members can contribute.  Also how 
will the Group be organised and who can help? 
Remember that meetings should be fun and that many people prefer a variety of methods of 
presentation. Regular planning meetings may be necessary. It is appreciated that some Groups 
will be led by experts whilst others will divide responsibility for research and study preparation 
amongst members. Interest Groups should not invite paid Speakers except in special 
circumstances. The cost of hiring a Speaker must be met by the Group involved. Please inform the 
Groups Co-ordinator if this is intended. 
One model will not fit all and we are sure that new members will be found to be brimming with 
unleashed talent. So enjoy being creative.  
 
5.Study Methods and Materials 
Consider also what study methods are available, for example textbooks, other reading material, 
DVDs and material available online. Are there any volunteer experts who can demonstrate and 
share their skills? 
Please also take advantage of the resources available from U3A National Office (www.u3a.org.uk) 
which has experts ready to advise on a wide variety of subjects and who can also advise on the 
range and most appropriate study materials available from the U3A National Office resource 
centre. 
 
6. Membership Check and Attendance Register 
Convenors should satisfy themselves that members attending have an up to date membership and 
keep a record of attendance.   
Only members of Chalfonts U3A should be admitted to Chalfonts U3A Interest Group activity. 
 



7. Accommodation Hire 
In fairness to the Chalfonts U3A membership as a whole all Interest Groups are self-financing 
subject to a special provision relating to the cost of accommodation. As from 1st April 2016, where 
accommodation is hired the cost to individual Interest Groups is capped at £1 per head of 
members attending each session. 
 
The Committee takes responsibility for any contract for accommodation for Interest Groups 
through Jan Sawyer (01753 885741 jansawyer25@gmail.com ) who can advise on availability and 
should be consulted on any proposal for new or a change in accommodation.  
 
Monies collected towards accommodation costs should be transferred to the Assistant Treasurer 
at the end of each quarter.  
 
In summary therefore: 
• All room bookings must be made via Jan Sawyer to ensure U3A liability is covered. Convenors 

must not book rooms direct with venues. 
• The Convenor/Administrator for the Group should collect the money for accommodation and 

send a cheque at the end of each quarter payable to “Chalfonts U3A” to the Acting Treasurer, 
David Edwards, 103 Orchard Grove, Chalfont St Peter SL9 9ET. The cheque should be 
accompanied a copy of the Register(s) which should include: 
a) name Group and of person sending the cheque 
b) name of the venue, the day of the week and the start/end times of the room booking (will 
probably not change but information needed to allow it to be checked against invoice)  
c) dates of the sessions and number of attendees per session. 

8. Other Interest Group Funds 
Costs relating to Group activities other than accommodation must be met by Group members.  
It is suggested that the simplest method of collection is for such costs to be recovered from 
members as a flat charge per attendance, in addition to £1 per head accommodation cost where it 
applies. 
Convenors should, for their own convenience and so that there is a proper record of all U3A 
Interest Group funds, keep a simple written record in the form of a summary sheet of all income 
and expenditure for the Group under the headings: date/brief description of item/ 
income/expenditure/balance. Invoices and receipts, where available, should be retained.  
Smaller Groups will probably meet in the homes of individual members homes by rotation and 
share any incidental costs on an informal basis. 

9.  Equipment  
Chalfonts U3A owns two projectors, a screen and a laptop computer. Convenors should contact 
Mary Kendall (01753 885091 mary.kendall1@btinternet.com)  should they wish to check 
availability for use at Group Meetings. Mary Kendall is also prepared, by arrangement, to 
demonstrate how the equipment operates. Please ensure that whoever operates the equipment 
follows any guidelines provided and checks that all items (particularly accessories such as leads) 
are stowed with the right principal items.  
 
10.  Please note that: 
a) Convenors are advised to use the ‘blind’ copy (bcc) facility when sending Group emails to assist 
in maintaining data protection. 
b)  Convenors may find it helpful to download an 8 page ‘Interest Groups’ booklet from U3A 
National Office  via the website: www.u3a.org.uk 
 
….And thanks 
 again for helping to make such a vital activity within Chalfonts U3A a success. 
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